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Introduction 

Extensive literature over the early integration experiences of first-generation college          

students reveals both associated advantages & disadvantages. The National Study Center of            

Education Statistics (NCES) recalls that among 12th graders who enrolled in post-secondary            

education, only 24% of first-generation students received a Bachelor’s Degree, compared to 46             

% of non-first generation students (Chen & Carol, 2005). We are not so worried about the date                 

noted. The main purpose for mention of that study was to further understand, “How do these two                 

samples differ in their perceptions about successful & unsuccessful students? What values will             

be attributed toward those undergraduates differ between non-first & first-generation students?           

The results section reveals some significant differences & similarities in perceptions about the             

cultural context of undergraduates at UC Irvine’s Summer of 2015. 

                                                       Objective 

The purpose of this study is to utilize an empirical model that will allow for the                

exploration of such experiences as “cultural knowledge” about factors associated with being a             

successful or an unsuccessful university scholar. I believe that a Cultural Consensus            

methodological approach will help provide a precise estimate of those conceptions, as they will              

be analyzed using foundations of geospatial technologies. Qualitative data will be collected as             

self-reported beliefs from undergraduate students at UCI. The output data will help us compare              

those characteristics about success & failure, as they are expressed by students who self-identify              

between the first-generation category to the students that consider themselves          
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non-first-generation university students. The informant’s ethnicity, age, physical appearance,         

sexual-orientation, gender, & or socio-economic status will help establish a firm hypotheses. I             

predict that our results will provide a concise & cultural description over cognitive domains of               

success & failure, using social psychological theory & other sampling techniques. For my study,              

we found that first-generation students demonstrated lower value for the organization time values             

compared to non-first generation students. 

Research Questions 

RQ1: What are first generation students’ beliefs on what it takes to become a successful or 

unsuccessful university student? 

RQ2: What are non-first generation student beliefs on what it takes to become a successful or 

unsuccessful university student?  

RQ3: How does a Cultural Consensus about the conceptions of success and failure differ 

between these two subsets of students? 

 

Literature Review 

Cultural Knowledge 

“Cultural knowledge” is the awareness of shared values, norms, beliefs, and practices            

which constitute an individual’s experience in regards to their perception of a given situation.              

An interesting study conducted by A. Kimball Romney, Susan C. Weller, and William H.              

Batchelder (1986), defines “cultural knowledge” as the arts and other manifestations of human             

intellectual achievement as it is regarded collectively. Such manifestations may be logically            

detected, permitting the possibility of accurately eliciting cultural information regardless of           
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variability in shared beliefs and/or values. Romney et al., argue that ethnographic research does              

not always allow for a clear understanding of an informant’s competence and/or collective             

cultural knowledge, collectively (1986). As a response, a theoretical model is presented that             

intends to provide a more narrowed understanding of locally shared cultural competence &             

knowledge. In their study, Romney et al., began by questioning how some informants cultural              

knowledge relative to the whole group are sometimes estimated, how should the “culturally             

correct” answer to each specific questions be inferred, & to what degree of confidence?” (1986).               

The derivation of such the conceptual method comes from the field of cultural anthropology,              

namely labeled as the Cultural Consensus Theory.  

For a more practical use of this theoretical framework, Romney et al., begin by analyzing               

informant consensus using dichotomous questionnaire data to observe patterns in such shared            

experiences(1986). The Cultural Consensus Theory exemplifies that culture contains information          

that defines the composite characteristics of “cultural objects ” that may be empirically observed             

or modeled conceptually. Results revealed that the estimates obtained without understanding of            

the answers were comparable to the estimate based on the knowledge of the answers (Romney et                

al., 1986). The model made it possible for knowledge to be discerned based solely on each                

informant’s self-reported responses collectively. We now further illustrate how cultural          

consensus theory can be applied to help to elicit “cultural knowledge” via a mixed research               

method design using qualitative and quantitative techniques, and alongside recent foundations of            

geospatial technologies.  

Predictors of academic success 

There exists a both, intrinsic & extrinsic aspects of academic success as relative to the               
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ambience of undergraduate scholars(Ensign & Woods, 2014). Some of these factors presented            

were noted, where they discovered that the resiliency to self-reports improves throughout the             

college experience. Ensign and Wood’s archival study consists of previous historical &            

theoretical implications illuminating potential factors that are contributing toward the academic           

success for undergraduate students. importantly, intrinsic factors predicting academic success          

were found to be influenced by the committed layer of effort,loyalty, self-efficacy, self-image, &              

inherited information seeking strategies valued by the global undergraduate community (Ensign           

et al., 2014). 

Mentioned values are indicated as more important where hard work, education,           

appearance, & order seeking strategies. For the purpose of this study, an understanding of              

intrinsic factors related to success will be analyzed in order to acquire insights into the expected                

domains of success and failure. Each individual datum can be elicited & analyzed using the               

cultural consensus theoretical framework for attributes of a certain belief (Weller, 2014). It is              

important to study predictors of academic success as it brings awareness of shared attributes that               

become comparable & diverse amongst undergraduate scholar thinkers. 

Motivation 

How can we measure un-objectified quality of data? In order to understand clearly what an               

undergraduate student is thinking we must consider narrowing our focus towards intrinsic factors             

& not extrinsic factors. Intrinsic is defined as “inner” and “alongside nature” whereas extrinsic is               

defined as “not as the essence of “or “outside of” (Etymology Dict., 2015). This study considers                

only values that attribute to cognitive perceptions and ignores observable type of values (i.e.,              

extrinsic). For example, an observable value will be “the fire” or “the earth” whereas a               
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non-observable value will be “oxygen” or “frequency” (i.e., intrinsic). Cognitive Evaluation           

Theory states that undermined intrinsic motivation results from a change in the person's             

perceived focus of causality from internal to external, & that they can perceive what              

accompanies this change (Sheldon et al., 2015). That cognitive process functions apart from             

“external” manipulation that may also influences more motivation. In another article, Sheldon K.             

M. et al., studies individual differences & about some of the variability in thinking styles. There                

was a total of 55 participants, where information was collected using surveying techniques. All              

participants self-identified as American, European American, & undergraduates consisting of at           

least 31 females, & 24 male students from the University of Missouri, U.S. (Sheldon et. al.,                

2015). This study discovered that people's perceptions of reward stimuli may be more important             

than the reward stimuli themselves (Sheldon et al., 2015). Here we note that             

perceptions/concepts represent a cognitive process, whereas the reward stimuli represents          

anything objectified & then materialized. 

Consensus Analysis 

With respect to a given domain of cultural knowledge, consensus analysis provides us             

with three things: a way of determining whether the observed variability in beliefs is cultural or                

idiosyncratic, the measurement of each individual’s competence of shared knowledge, and the            

culturally correct answer to every question asked of the informants with respect to that domain of                

knowledge (Borgatti & Halgin, 1997). All aspects of the theory are essential in understanding              

special circumstances where agreement implies knowledge. They report that consensus analysis           

is both a theory and a method and that consensus analysis provides a way of conceptualizing and                 

addressing individual variability (Borgatti & Halgin, 1997). Variability affects the quality of data             
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in ethnographic research and such variability should be accounted for by the cultural consensus              

theory. In essence this variability reflects the considerable disagreements concerning indicators           

of knowledge and belief (Borgatti & Halgin, 1997). Such provisions help bring forward a clearer               

understanding of why cultural consensus theory is applied and how it functions to account for               

variability. 

Elicitation techniques  

Lets define what i mean by concept. Concepts are composed of ideas that later influence               

beliefs, according to those values adopted & internalized by individuals. Such beliefs influence             

attitudes, that then lead to self-regulating behaviors/actions. These Beliefs are coded as values             

where they are further measured as potential indicators of that given concept. I will call this the                 

“Sikeyboi” theory of process, representing an alternative method towards helping identify ideas            

that may act as determinants for future behavioral, local, & global responses.  

In their study, Romney, A. K., Smith, T., Freeman, H. E., Kagan, J., & Klein, R. E. (1979)                  

presented one method for eliciting & describing ethnic concepts of what constitutes the             

definition of success & failure. The sample consisted of 30 participants with an equal distribution               

of males to females. They were randomly selected across different classes including; low,             

middle, and higher categories. The pool of information obtained was statistically reduced and             

analyzed using multidimensional scaling & cluster analysis techniques. These methods were           

applied to four separate samples in the Los Angeles City Area. Through inquiry, the authors were                

concerned about the characteristics of persons that reflect the consensual conceptions of success             

(Romney et al., 1979). According to Romney et al., the results were highly reliable at .90 (1979).                 

Some important assumptions were lated found to help bring context to those shared concepts of               
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success and failure, that are uniquely valued by undergraduate scholars privately.  

The method consisted of eliciting self-reported attributes relating to the definitions of            

success &/or failure while comparing it to those defined by a selected post-group category. The               

attributes were synthesized into different clusters, identified, then maintained throughout a peer            

agreement analysis (Romney et. al., 1979). This method weighs the responses of individuals by              

virtue of their competence when analyzed as a framework capable of providing “unobserved             

cultural knowledge.” The sole purpose of this method is to help eliminate biases & errors in                

measurement techniques when eliciting “cultural knowledge” as self-reported & missing data           

from informants. 

Consensus Analysis 

With respect to a given domain/schema of cultural knowledge, consensus analysis           

provides three things: a way of determining whether the observed variability in beliefs is cultural               

or idiosyncratic, the measurement of each individual’s competence of shared knowledge, and the             

culturally correct answer to every question asked of the informants with respect to that domain of                

knowledge (Borgatti & Halgin, 1997). All aspects of the theory are essential in understanding              

special circumstances where agreement implies knowledge. They report that consensus analysis           

is both a theory and a method and that consensus analysis provides a way of conceptualizing and                 

addressing individual variability (Borgatti & Halgin, 1997). Variability affects the quality of data             

in ethnographic research and such variability should be accounted for by the cultural consensus              

theory. In essence this variability reflects the considerable disagreements concerning indicators           

of knowledge and belief (Borgatti & Halgin, 1997). Such provisions help bring forward a clearer               

understanding of why cultural consensus theory is applied and how it functions to account for               
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variability. 

Cultural Consensus Analysis 

Susan C. Weller (2007) covers some possible applications of cultural consensus theory            

and frequently asked questions. She specifies that cultural consensus theory (CCT) is a collection              

of analytical techniques and models that can be used to assess cultural beliefs with regards to the                 

degree in which individuals know or report those beliefs. Her detailed illustration of such              

techniques implies that CCT qualitative data may also be quantified. Weller suggests that we are               

to use the average responses of each participant and estimate answers by comparing them with               

those aggregated responses of the whole group (2007).  

In essence we are interested in each of the participants “competent knowledge” relative to              

the whole group. Weller (2007) also explains that informant reliability can be estimated from the               

pattern of agreement between the informants as a function of shared knowledge. The best way of                

conducting such analysis is to utilize the average response in order to estimate further developing               

“cultural knowledge” using consensus analysis. This article presented by Weller, C. S. (2007)             

serves as a guide for researchers and it describes the assumptions, appropriate interview             

materials, and analytical procedures for carrying out a consensus analysis. The next step will be               

to gather the “culturally correct” answers as estimates by weighting the responses of each person               

according to their unique competence as was previously analyzed (Weller, 2007).  

Such results are attributed to the purpose of CCT. According to Weller (2007), the CCT               

model grants the simplest process of asking and answering questions. This model will be utilized               

using free listing techniques that will ask for perceptions of success and failure followed by a                

fixed questionnaire regarding the most average responses previously observed. 
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Information pooling  

Freeman, H. E., Romney, A. K., Ferreira-Pinto, J., Klein, R. E., & Smith, T. (1981)               

attempted to replicate the similar methods applied in Los Angeles by Romney et al. for eliciting                

information according to the cultural consensus theoretical framework (1979). In comparison to            

the methodology used by Romney et al., this project was undertaken in Guatemala City,              

Guatemala. The sample consisted of 45 males, each of whom was asked to name 5 friends and                 

describe any known associated characteristics pertaining to the concepts of success and failure             

(Freeman et al. 1981). This pretest was then followed by a posttest that consisted a total of 80                  

informants. Each was presented with different stacks containing the previous elicited conceptions            

of success and failure. Results revealed that the three dimensional solutions proved to become              

more significant in defining proper labels for both success and failure statements from both Los               

Angeles and Guatemala City informants (Freeman et al., 1981).  

These results indicate that The Cultural Consensus Theory facilitates understanding of           

symbolic meaning and value differences cross-culturally and can be both developed and enriched             

accordingly. Although Guatemala City differs greatly to Los Angeles, results revealed some            

similarities when conducting a cluster analysis. Freeman et al., emphasize that none of this is               

possible without first identifying culturally relevant items and then using the same measure             

cross-culturally (1981). This refined method may be used and replicated on different cultures             

regardless of any extraneous variables that may be confounding like socioeconomic status (i.e.,             

level of education, income, & role status position), or location, & even ethnicity. 

Hierarchical Extended Condorcet Model 

The cultural consensus approach was later extended by Oravecz, Z., Faust, K. L., &              
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Batchelder, W. H. (2014), when they introduced the Hierarchical Extended Condorcet Model as a              

formal approach to help models socially constructed knowledge as represented through social            

surveying & sampling. The purpose of this method was to account for the uncertainty in               

decision-making responses (e.g., “don’t know”), to allow for covariate information to be entered             

into the geospatial analysis, & for the possibility of applying the Bayesian inference framework              

(Faust et. al., 2014). The HECM model differs from the cultural consensus model in that it does                 

not score correct or incorrect responses on the basis of expert-established correct answers to each               

pertinent question. Faust et al., remind us that it is possible to estimate the culturally correct                

answer without a fixed answer key based on the respondent’s answers to specific questions              

(2014). The estimation of “cultural competence” by respondent is possible based on observed             

agreement patterns and the extent to which each of the respondents “cultural knowledge” is              

shared accordingly (Faust et. al., 2014).  

This model was applied towards the “cultural knowledge” of aging and science using a              

standard questionnaire called the 1994 Images of Aging in America from 1994 and 2010 GSS               

data. The questionnaire tested 916 participants and included a total of 12 items on scientific               

knowledge. Another difference is represented in the possible responses of each informant. The             

HECM model includes the possible responses: true, false, or don’t know. According to Faust et               

al., the HECM is an extension of the GCM and uses an extra parameter representing the                

willingness to guess by self-reporting informants (2014).  

Variables that were used as predictors for the science knowledge and age-related            

questions used were education, gender, age, religiousness, and impact of religiosity. Results            

revealed that women respondents were less likely to guess and also exhibited lower levels of               
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knowledge in regards to GSS survey questions, specifically those who experienced life-changing            

religious experiences. Interestingly, those women who more educated and older were less likely             

to guess. The HECM model is important because it allows for a more refined collection of                

knowledge in terms of the informant’s uncertainty, the models hierarchical characteristics, and a             

possible joint use of covariates. 

Software for Cultural Consensus Theory 

Oravecz, Z., Vandekerckhove, J., & Batchelder, W. H. (2014) attempt to describe how             

Bayesian statistical inference can be applied to some of the complex models derived from              

cultural consensus theory. They reveal that Bayesian inferential software is readily available for             

anyone intending to analyze cultural consensus data. This software is introduced as The Bayesian              

Cultural Consensus Toolbox software package. Oravecz et al., reveals that modern techniques in             

psychometrics and signal detection theory have allowed for a development of more complex             

models of cultural consensus theory (2014).  

Such models can be analyzed using two extensions of the Bayesian software package.             

These two applications are the ANTHROPAC and UCINET (Oravecz et. al., 2014). Both of              

these software packages are essential in simplifying the parameter estimates, they account for the              

informants guessing bias and enable calculations that resemble each of the informant’s            

competent and culturally correct answers. The reasoning behind this model considers informants            

attempts to answer questions, the participants rather knows the culturally correct answer with the              

probability Di or not (Oravecz et. al., 2014). In like manner, the probability of informant i                

answering correctly to question k can be represented as p (Y ik = 1) = Zk Dik + (1-Dik) gi.                    

Where i is the informant questioned, k the question asked, gi the informants guessing bias, and                
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Di as the competence parameter. Such Bayesian approach is important for the examination of              

parameters at interest when utilizing Cultural Consensus Theory. 

 
Approach: Mixed Method 

Qualitative & Quantitative Design 
Methods 

Participants and Design 
 

Data is to be obtained through the use of convenience sampling techniques of             

undergraduate students at The University of California, Irvine. The design is a field experiment              

and data is to be collected throughout two separate phase and using free lists and questionnaires                

The data will be obtained from a sample of 50 students who self-report themselves as either a                 

First-Generation Student (i.e., F.G.S.) or Non-First Generation Student (i.e., N.F.G.S). For the first             

phase, a total of 50 responses will be observed and analyzed using Microsoft Excel.  

The information collected will be categorized by two status categories (i.e., F.G.S., &             

N.F.G.S.), a, school standing status (i.e., freshman etc.), major, and beliefs about of what              

constitutes a successful or unsuccessful university student. Each category will be analyzed for             

descriptions of those beliefs as self-reported by F.G.S. & N.F.G.S. These will be re-coded using an                

inter-rater agreement approach for purposes of sorting data in alphabetical order. Once the data has               

been re-coded by attribute, a frequency table of each should reveal the frequency of responses.               

This formulated analysis of saliency and information thereof, will help provide a basic             

understanding of what concepts should become included in the surveying phase (i.e., round two).  

An online questionnaire is to be created to help measure cultural competence by respondent              

consensus and inter-rater agreement. All questions in the second phase (i.e., survey), will ask              

participants to self-report their understanding of the most salient responses collected during phase             
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one (i.e., free list phase). Once both domains of failure and success have been explored and                

modeled, each of the informant’s cultural competence and shared culturally correct answers will be              

estimated using a cultural consensus methodological approach (i.e., CCT). The data is to be              

collected for The Sociology Honors Program at UC Irvine. 

Materials 

There were two phases to the data collection. The first measure in form of a free list will                  

elicit concepts of success from the informants. The free list is an open-ended question format that                

will allow the respondent to provide a list of their beliefs about undergraduate students at UC                

Irvine. The statement in one free-list will suggest, “Please indicate what you think it takes to                

become a successful and/or unsuccessful university student.” This question will be asked twice             

for the acquisition of characteristics regarding successful and unsuccessful university students. It            

will then be followed by the questions “Do you consider yourself a first-generation college              

student?” “What is your status as an undergraduate?” and “What is your major or majors?” This                

technique will allow the respondent to self-report in form of a sentence and or single terms. 

For the second phase, a close-ended questionnaire will then be issued consisting of the               

most salient responses collected from phase 1 (i.e., free list). The questionnaire will             

hypothetically ask “What do you think are the characteristics or habits of a successful university               

student?” Followed by, “For each of the habits below, please indicate how much you think it                

characterizes a successful university student by checking the appropriate box in each row.”  

The survey asks about the most salient indicators of what is believed to constitute a               

successful or unsuccessful university student, reported during the free list phase. This survey will              

ask,” What do you think are the characteristics or habits of an unsuccessful university student?”               
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followed by “For each of the habits below, please indicate how much you think it characterizes                

an unsuccessful university student by checking the appropriate box in each row. The participants              

are to choose from a set of responses to questions in form of a “Likert-type” scale ranging from 1                   

= very probable to 7 = very improbable.  

Procedure and Data Analysis 

Conceptions of success and failure will be examined manually using Microsoft Excel and             

Cultural Domain Analysis Software (i.e., UCINET). For the first phase, the distribution of the most               

salient responses as noted by the participants will be re-coded and sorted in order to reveal                

frequency and degree of saliency. The data collected from the free-list phase (i.e., first phase) will                

be coded according to the hierarchy of importance as self-reported by F.G.S.’s and N.F.G.S’s. For               

purposes of preparing and choosing how the survey questions will be asked, the generated list of                

newly recoded responses will be randomly assigned a negative and/or positive value.  

The produced effect of the analysis will also help provide a guide as to what salient                

conceptions are to be included in the surveying phase (i.e., second phase). For example, those               

conceptions given a negative value for the attribute “organized” will be translated into “is not               

organized” and those with a positive value are to be transcribed into “is organized.” The procedure                

will be repeated for all conceptions of success and failure and then used as questions for the survey                  

(i.e., phase 2).  

For the first round, a total of 50 students will be approached throughout our campus using                

convenience-sampling techniques. Each will be asked if they are willing to develop a list about               

what constitutes a successful or unsuccessful university student. There will be no incentives. Next,              

the data collected will be transcribed and re-coded in order to account for the most common                
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indicators of success and failure. Following the free list, a total of 42 students were approached                

throughout our campus and will be asked if they are willing to take a survey. These students will                  

all be, in undergraduate standing and either first in their families to acquire higher education or not.  

The most common indicators of success and failure will be measured for “cultural             

competence” using the questionnaire that is to be distributed across this second group of 42               

students. No incentives will be provided for this second round. The acquired data will be analyzed                

using a cultural consensus theoretical framework in order to determine the most common             

conceptions about the domains of success and failure existing between undergraduates at UC             

Irvine. The procedure will be continued until all data is obtained. Each of informant’s “cultural               

competencies” relative to the whole group, and the consensus culturally correct answer will be              

measured using the software package UCINET. 

Data Analysis and Interpretation 

From the free list phase (i.e., first round) and of the 42 undergraduates, 11.9% majored in                

biological science and or business economics (i.e., 35.7% total), 14.2 % psychology, 9.5%             

computer science, 7.1% public health, history, and or mechanical engineering (i.e., 21.3% total),             

4.7% political science, sociology, and or film and international studies (i.e., 18.8% total). The              

remaining 24.2% consisted of either, anthropology, chemistry, fine arts, or an undeclared major.             

In descending order, 30.95% were junior, 28.57% sophomore. 23.8% senior, and 16.6% were             

freshman. For generation-status, 27 or 64.2% self-identified as first-generation, whereas, 35.8%           

were non-first-generation students.  

All elicited conceptions of success and failure were entered into Microsoft Excel, exactly             

as the respondents wrote them. The data was then standardized according to its phrasing. For               
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example, “work hard” “works hard” “they work hard” were all given a standard phrase. For               

record keeping, the columns of the spreadsheet kept track of the original responses and the               

successive re-phrasings. Once the terms were standardized then they were sorted by the             

frequency at which each was mentioned. First we numbered the amount of times each was               

mentioned, we then sorted the frequency column from highest to lowest. The final list of terms                

was selected based on the frequency at which students mentioned each (i.e., for conceptions of               

success and failure). Those conceptions that were mentioned at least three times by             

undergraduate students were formulated into new questions, later asked in the survey (i.e.,             

second phase).  

First, we acquired the most salient characteristics attributed toward successful university           

students. A total of these 177 terms associate to successful students & mainly composed as 82                

unique valued conceptions. These 82 exclusive conceptions of success were sorted for their order              

in saliency, then sorted in descending order by the most frequent to the less frequently mentioned;                

only 16 were stated at least three or more times by the respondents during phase 1 (i.e., free list                   

phase). The most prevalent thought of matter was “is hard working” & “is motivated,” mentioned               

by a total of 16 or 38%, with a total of 11 or 26.1% students respectively (i.e., 64.1% total). A total                     

of 8 or 19% of the respondents mentioned, “Studies hard”, or “is open-minded” (i.e., 38%). A total                 

of 7 or 16.6% mentioned that a successful university student can be either “focused,” or               

“goal-oriented” (i.e., 33.2% total). Furthermore, 6 or 14.2% of the participants mentioned the term              

“is social” and 5 or 11.9% of the respondents mentioned, “Is passionate”. At least 4 or 9.5% of the                   

respondents mentioned that a successful university student also is, “ organized”, “is resilient”, or              

“is responsible” (i.e., 28.5% total). Lastly, 3 or 7.1% mentioned that a successful university student               
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“seeks help”, “manages time”, “learns”, “is ambitious”, then at least mentioned “is dedicated”(i.e.,             

with 35.5% totally combined of population values).  

For conceptions of failure, all data reported was also standardized in order to facilitate the               

acquisition of attribute saliency about the conceptions of unsuccessful university students. The            

conceptions that were mentioned at least three times were formulated into questions that are              

included in the social survey. A total of 164 terms associated to unsuccessful students were               

collected and predominantly composed 84 unique conceptions. These 84 exclusive hypothetical           

characteristics of an unsuccessful student were sorted for their saliency of the most frequent to the                

less frequently mentioned; only 16 were stated at least three or more times by the respondents                

during the current phase 1 (i.e., free list phase).  

The most prevalently mentioned was “is lazy” as self-reported by 18 or 42.8% students. A               

total of 12 or 25.8% students mentioned, “is not motivated” and 7 students (i.e., 16.6%) mentioned                

either, “does not attend class”, or “is not focused”(i.e., 33.2% total). Furthermore, 5 undergraduates              

or 11.9% mentioned either “does not manage time” or “parties too much” (i.e., 23.8% total). A                

total of 4 respondents or 9.5% students stated that an unsuccessful student “is not goal-oriented”,               

“is careless”, or “does not study” (i.e., 28.5% total). Lastly, 3 or 7.1% respondents either listed                

“does not care” , “does not prioritize”, “does not work hard” , “is not productive” , “is not                  

responsible”, or “is not social,” as possible characteristics of an unsuccessful university student             

(i.e.,  totaling 42% of the population sampled). 

Cultural Consensus Procedure 
 

All values that attributed to conceptions of success and failure, and socio-demographic            

characteristics acquired from the surveying phase were imported into Microsoft Excel, UCI NET             
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6, & SYSTAT Analytical Software. For preparatory purposes, the column head of the excel file               

contained the attributes of success or failure (e.g., a successful student is hard-working) or (e.g.,               

an unsuccessful student is not hard working. Each separate column heading per record was              

recoded into a shorter code for compatibility with UCINET software. For example, the term “a               

successful student is hardworking” was recoded into “s_hardworking”. The row values that            

qualified as very improbable, improbable, might or might not, probable, and very probable were              

recoded into 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively using the find and replace key. The file was saved as a                     

Microsoft excel file, 2003-2007.  

The prepared data in Microsoft Excel was imported into UCINET & MYSTAT Software             

for consensus and statistical analysis. Each helped provide a new format of the data set as either                 

a UCINET text file, Excel file, or MYSTAT file respectively. For purposes of using UCINET               

Software, the data is converted into an output table that should reveal all of the attributes                

associated with the recoded responses prepare during the Excel preparatory phase. The original             

excel data table should also be imported into the UCI NET spreadsheet and converted to a                

UCINET, ##H file. Matrix labels were kept the same as the tab or sheet name. This h## file                  

should be saved in a safe location and re uploaded into the UCINET spreadsheet later if needed.                 

Once the h## file has reopened in the UCI NET spreadsheet, the data should be prepared for the                  

consensus analysis phase. It is essential that the column id on the new spreadsheet be visible                

before using the data for consensus analysis. Any values missing in the data table will bring                

syntax errors and will not allow the consensus tool to run. The excel file can also be imported                  

into MYSTAT software, where graphs and other statistics can be retrieved.  

For successful utility of the UCINET Software, the output location must be set before               
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“saving” the UCINET text files, this allows for easy accessibility. The spreadsheet table must be               

visually scanned for a column of record ids. If the column of id is apparent, then can we conduct                   

a consensus analysis using the functions available through UCINET 6 for Microsoft Windows.             

Matrix labels were kept the same as the tab and sheet name. In general, the excel file was                  

imported and saved as a text file into UCI NET spreadsheet. Once it was imported, we needed to                  

save it as a UCI NET file if order for it to become compatible for the consensus analysis phase                   

using UCINET. We have to make sure that all data is displays correctly and that there are no                  

missing values. The produced effect is an output table illustrating the answer key and level of                

competence for each user. Table A shows the output table which includes the answer key, and                

competent knowledge of each participant. 

Results  
 

MYSTAT output revealed the total counts of conceptions for only 38 out of 42 students               

who participated in phase 2(i.e., survey phase). Table A illustrates the total counts (i.e., y-axis)               

by each unique characteristic (i.e., x-axis) of successful university students. The x-axis, is             

represented by a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 through 5, very improbable, improbable, might              

or might not, probable, and very probable respectively. The characteristic are labeled in code and               

so it is important to note that “s_” represents the term “a successful university student.” For                

example, the first table is labeled “s_seeks_help” and can be translated to “a university student               

seeks help.” 

Table A : Conceptions of indicators that attribute to Successful University Students 
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Another output table revealed the total counts of conceptions of failure for all 38              

university students who participated in the online survey. Table B illustrates the total counts by               

each unique characteristics attributed to unsuccessful students. The characteristics are labeled in            

code and so it is important to note that “u_” represents the term “an unsuccessful university                

student.” For example the first table labeled “u_notcareless” can be represented by “an             

unsuccessful university student is not care less.”  

Table B:  Conceptions of indicators that attribute to Unsuccessful University Students 
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The output tables from UCINET provided me with the distribution of responses per 

question that was asked in the survey. Table C  illustrates the respondent id’s for the first column, 

and each record shows the responses to a Likert-type scale of measurement ranging from 1-5 

(i.e., very improbable to very probable). The column headings found at the top of output Table C 

are representative of all conceptions of success and failure (i.e., total of 32 unique conceptions). 
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Table C : Illustrating the output table that is compatible for the Consensus Analysis function 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table D illustrates the competence scores for all 34 undergraduate students. The values             

of competence range from -1 to 1. Negative number represent weak competence relative to the               

whole group and a positive number represents strong shared cultural competence.  

Table D : Illustrating Competence scores per university student 
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Table E shows the output tables for frequency of responses per indicators of success and failure. 

These tables also show the responses of all 32 conceptions and weighted frequencies as 

self-reported by student at UC Irvine.  

Table E: Frequency of Responses per indicators of success and failure 
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Table F Illustrates the final answer key per participant and the culturally correct answer to each 
question. 

Table F Answer Key: shared conceptions of success and failure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Discussion 

 

For the consensus analysis phase and for the conceptions of success each will be              

described using the information provided in Table E. All university students believe that a              

successful student is probably more likely to seek help. The data also shows is that successful                

students are more likely to stay motivated, be ambitious, responsible, and passionate. The             

characteristics that are probably associated with successful students are goal-oriented, and open            

minded. The characteristics that were not found to be somewhat likely of a successful student               

was social ability. The characteristics of a successful student that were found to be very               

improbable were not learning, not hardworking, not focused, not dedicated, no           

time-management. Improbable characteristics included not organized and not resilient.  
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The conceptions of unsuccessful university students will be illustrated in the same            

fashion. The characteristics that were found to be very probable in an unsuccessful student are               

not responsible and does not care. The probable indicators of unsuccessful students were found              

to be not productive, manages time, not focused, lazy, not attend class, and procrastination. The               

characteristics that might or might not represent an unsuccessful university student are partying             

too much and social ability. Conceptions of unsuccessful student as self-reported by            

undergraduates at UC Irvine considered carelessness, goal-oriented, studying, motivated, and          

prioritizing as very improbable or probable characteristics of undergraduate students. 

The final answer key shows that shared culturally correct answers to each question asked.              

Table F shows the output answer key and reveals the collective knowledge attributed to              

successful and unsuccessful undergraduate university students at UC Irvine. Successful students           

are perceived to seek help, stay motivated, be ambitious, responsible, passionate, goal-oriented,            

and to study hard. They are less likely to be perceived as unable to learn, not focused, not                  

hardworking, undedicated, not resilient, and unable to manage time. Unsuccessful student were            

more likely to be perceived as not caring and less likely to be perceived as goal-oriented. 

For future research, we should compare the differences between the conceptions of those             

who are first-generation and compare those by the responses of non-first-generation students. We             

also account for disparities by socio-demographic variables. Interestingly, we found that first            

generation student were less likely to report time management, and organization as a             

characteristic of a successful student when compared to non-first generation students. This brings             

forth the question as to why the utility of time and organization are not regarded highly. I                 

hypothesize language ability has a lot to do with these disparities. I believe that first-generation               
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students are at a disadvantage because they don’t fully grasp the English language due to its                

formality. First-generation students are more likely to speak a language other than English or              

speak English very poorly. This is transferred into their families whose parents are not educated,               

of lower socioeconomic status, and living in lower-class conditions. These families do not             

emphasize the role of scheduling and time-management compared to parents who are highly             

educated. This might explain why non-first-generation student regard organization as an           

indicator of a successful student when compared to the conceptions of first-generation students. 

                                                                     Limitations 

This study is not perfect because the data was obtained using convenience sampling             

techniques. In order to account for variability and randomness, a cultural consensus            

methodological approach was implemented. Given the domain of “cultural knowledge,” a           

consensus analysis helped provide a way of determining whether the observed variability in             

beliefs is cultural or idiosyncratic. In like manner, this study was conducted for a class               

assignment and only a limited time was offered before the quarter ended. Increasing the sample               

size could have also improved my results by making them more generalizable to the entire UC                

Irvine undergraduate population. I believe that this project could have been improved by adding              

more students to the research team. For quality purposes, a bigger team would have been               

necessary in order help distribute more free list and surveys.  
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